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May contain
GMOs

May contain
AMDs

DSI Manifesto // 3. Digital skills / 1. Funding

- Enforce appropriate signaling for platforms that use propriatary algorithms 

and artificial intelligence to manipulate users

- Promote grassroots “organic” solutions for building ICTs from the bottom-up  









The right to the hybrid city



The right to the hybrid city

DSI Manifesto // 2. Experimentation / 3. Digital skills and multidisciplinarity

- Access to urban spaces for hybrid democratic process, co-learning, etc.

- Ecological sustainability priorities (“this changes everything”)





5.Openness 

Distinguish between free and libre software and promote libre software







5.Openness 

- Enable diverse players to participate in the telecomms market

- Provide fair access to public infrastructure

- Devise new institutional structures and training

- Legalize Internet access sharing

https://pad.lqdn.fr/p/wifi4eu-netcommons-letter





DSI Manifesto // 4. Democracy and decentralization

- Ensure that platform cooperatives promote the common good





DSI Manifesto // 4. Democracy and decentralization

- Network infrastructure and FLOSS software as a commons

- From self-hosting to community-hosting

- Balance between the digital and the physical



DSI Manifesto // 2. Experimentation 

Explore the lessons learned and create win-win combinations 

with different commonns-based models like 

cooperative housing, community-supported agriculture, 

energy cooperatives, community centres, self-organized education, ...



Neighbourhood-city level



Neighbourhood-city level

DSI Manifesto // All

- Self-organized hybrid spaces of experimentation and learning

- Anchor the decentralized in local communities



Regional-national level

DSI Manifesto // All

Net-diversity!
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http://nethood.org

Food



Readings w/ references

http://ci-journal.net/index.php/ciej/article/view/1092/1113

https://theconversation.com/how-to-build-a-more-organic-internet-and-stand-up-to-corporations-70815

http://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/7123/5661
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